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D isobar masses, largeNc relations, and the quark model
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Motivated by recent remarks on theD1 mass and comparisons between the quark model and relations based
on large-Nc with perturbative flavor breaking, two sets ofD masses consistent with these constraints are
constructed. These two sets, based either on an experimentally determined mass splitting or a quark model of
isospin symmetry breaking, are shown to be inconsistent. The model dependence of this inconsistency is
examined, and suggestions for improved experiments are made. An explicit quark model calculation and mass
relations based on the large-Nc limit with perturbative flavor breaking are compared. The expected level of
accuracy of such relations is realized in the quark model, except for mass relations derived by combining
others which correspond to different SU~6! representations. It is shown that theD0 andD11 pole masses and
D02D15(D22D11)/3.1.5 MeV are more consistent with model expectations than the analogous Breit-
Wigner masses and their splittings.@S0556-2821~99!02301-2#

PACS number~s!: 14.20.Gk, 11.15.Pg, 12.39.2x, 13.40.Dk
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I. INTRODUCTION

The standardD masses@1# have been used in a number
comparisons with predictions based on large-Nc with pertur-
bative flavor breaking@2,3# and the quark model@4,5#. The
agreement generally has been poor. While theD~1232! reso-
nance has been extensively studied in both strong and e
tromagnetic reactions, only theD0 and D11 masses have
precise values, and theD2 mass has never been determine
Values for theD0 andD11 masses come mainly from analy
ses of elastic pion-nucleon scattering@6–8#, and theD1

mass has been extracted from analyses of pion photopro
tion data@1,9#.

In this paper, we first note that the agreement with the
is much improved when theD1 mass of Ref.@9# is removed.
The justification for doing so has recently been clarified@10#.
Having done this, we require a pair of additional constrai
to determine the full set ofD isobar masses. The first con
straint is the most reliable relation based on large-Nc and
perturbative flavor breaking given by Jenkins and Lebed@2#,
and involves onlyD masses. We will consider the differen
sets ofD isobar masses which arise from the choice o
second constraint. One possibility is to use a linear com
nation of D masses determined from an analysis of ela
p6 scattering from the deuteron. A value for this linear co
bination

D5D22D111
1

3
~D02D1! ~1.1!

~a particle’s name is used for its mass here and in w
follows! has been extracted by Pedroniet al. @11#.

Another possibility is to use a theoretically reliable re
tion between theD and S* masses from Ref.@2#, together
with a quark model estimate of thedifferencebetween the
S* andS mass splittings. As justification for this latter ap
proach, in Secs. II and III we carefully examine the pred
0556-2821/98/59~1!/014032~6!/$15.00 59 0140
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tions of our quark model for isospin splittings and compa
with relations based on large-Nc and perturbative flavor
breaking, and with the ‘‘experimental’’ masses, to see wh
they differ. Comparisons of a similar nature have recen
been completed by Rosner@5#. The present study extend
this work through the use of a dynamical quark model wh
allows for SU~6! symmetry breaking in the baryon wav
functions, and also for non-spectator effects@12,4#, where
the interactions of a pair of quarks with a given flavor a
total spin are allowed to depend on the flavor and spin of
remaining quark. Our study also differs numerically throu
the use of different experimental input.

We will show that these two different approaches gi
quite different results for theD masses, which implies an
inconsistency between the measurements of theD0 andD11

Breit-Wigner masses, the extracted value ofD, and our pre-
diction based on largeNc and the quark model. In Sec. IV
we will show that theD02D11 mass splitting based on pol
mass values is more consistent with quark model and la
Nc expectations.

II. D MASSES

In the work of Jenkins and Lebed@2#, relations between
the masses of octet and decuplet baryons are estimate
various orders of a perturbative expansion in flavor break
and in powers of 1/Nc . The first constraint that we will use
to determine a set ofD masses is

D3[D1123D113D02D250. ~2.1!

This relation is predicted@2# to have an accuracy@13# of
order e9e8/Nc

3 , wheree8 is an isospin-symmetry violating
parameter for the strong interaction mass splittings, ande9
.e8 is an isospin symmetry breaking parameter for elect
magnetic mass splittings. With the parameters of Ref.@2#,
this means thatD3 is expected to be of order 1023 MeV or
©1998 The American Physical Society32-1
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smaller. We will show below that our quark model, whic
breaks flavor and isospin symmetry explicitly, satisfies E
~2.1! to a similar degree of accuracy.

A set of D masses can be constructed with minimal the
retical input by using the value ofD extracted by Pedron
et al. @11# and the accurate relation Eq.~2.1!,

D02D15
3D

10
51.3860.06 MeV,

D22D115
9D

10
54.1460.18 MeV. ~2.2!

If these relations are combined with Breit-Wigner mas
@1,6,14# for the D0 (1233.660.5 MeV) andD11 (1230.9
60.3 MeV), we have

D151232.260.5 MeV,

D251235.060.35 MeV. ~2.3!

Although theD1 mass is poorly known, we note that th
current range of values, given in the Review of Particle Pr
erties @1# ~1231.560.3 MeV, excluding the value of Ref.
@9#!, is consistent with this value. This exercise has also b
performed by Lebed@15#, with slightly different results.
However, we will show in what follows that this prescriptio
leads to a set of masses which is in conflict with a res
based on a combination of relations derived from the la
Nc limit with perturbative flavor breaking and the qua
model.

A relation given by Jenkins and Lebed@2#,

D252S2* , ~2.4!

between the quantities

D2[~D111D2!2~D11D0! ~2.5!

and

S2* [S* 11S* 222S* 0 ~2.6!

@with S* [S(1385)#, can also be used to constrain theD
masses. This relation is expected to be accurate toe9e/Nc

3

.331025, wheree is an SU(3)f symmetry violating pa-
rameter~with e@e8.e9!, so that@2# corrections to this re-
lation should be of order 0.15 MeV. Figure 1 illustrates t
pattern ofD andS* splittings which results from imposing
Eqs.~2.1! and ~2.4!.

Since the current valueS2* 52.662.1 MeV extracted
from data@1# is quite uncertain, our approach is to estima
S2* by using the value S2[S11S222S051.71
60.18 MeV, also extracted from the data@1#, and a dynami-
cal quark model prediction of the differenceS2* 2S2 .

The pairing models of baryon isospin splittings of Cutk
sky @4# and Rosner@5# assume the universality of splitting
01403
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of a given type within the ground state octet and decup
baryons. This amounts to the assumption of SU~6! flavor-
spin symmetry in the wave functions, although the inter
tions must be allowed to depend on the light-strange qu
mass difference and so break SU(3)f . This is the spectator
approximation of Franklin@12#, where the strong and elec
tromagnetic interactions between a given pair of quarks
not depend on the flavor or spin of the remaining quark
the baryon. Models of this kind giveS2* 5S2 . Dynamical
models such as that used here@16# and by Isgur@17# allow
for breaking of SU~6! symmetry in the wave functions an
so allow for and calculate non-spectator effects. Howev
these models neglect potentially important additional effe
due to electromagnetic box and penguin graphs, as show
Stephenson, Maltman, and Goldman@18#, and these may
also contribute to non-spectator effects.

It is pointed out in Ref.@4# that isospin splittings of theN
andD baryons are much smaller than those of the hyper
because of pair terms which cancel in equal mass syste
but not in the hyperons. As a consequence, then2p andD
splittings are more sensitive to non-spectator effects wh
cannot be written as pair terms, and which may not nec
sarily show the same cancellations. It is, therefore, import
to include these effects when examining theD mass split-
tings in a model~such as ours! constrained to fitn2p and
other isospin splittings. Note that certain of the mass re
tions based on large-Nc and perturbative flavor breakin
mentioned here are either satisfied by construction or by
tue of the assumption of SU~6! symmetry in the wave func-
tions of the model of Refs.@4# and @5#, and that our model
allows for explicit breaking of these relations.

As an example of such an effect, any model which co
sistently treats the hyperfine contact interaction and the is
pin splittings will predict that theD02D1 splitting is
slightly larger thann2p, because the effect ofmd2mu.0
on the quark kinetic energy is less diluted by relativis
effects in the D. Explicitly, (md

21p2)1/22(mu
21p2)1/2 is

smaller thanmd2mu for a finite quark momentump. The
nucleon has a net attractive contact interaction which gi
the quarks a larger mean momentum, whereas theD has a

FIG. 1. D and S* mass splittings, incorporating the relation
D350 andS2* 5D2/2.
2-2
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repulsive contact interaction. Slight differences in the m
nitude of the electrostatic and magnetic interactions in
duce almost no difference between these two splittings.
though they are somewhat reduced in magnitude in the la
D state with slower moving quarks, these two terms come
with opposite sign and so the differences largely cancel.
relation D02D15n2p from Jenkins and Lebed@2# and
Rosner @5# has an expected accuracy ofe8/Nc

3.e8e/Nc
2 ,

which is lower order than, say, Eq.~2.4!.
The quark model predictions given here are made with

model similar to that of Ref.@16#, with some important dif-
ferences noted below. The strong contact interaction use
the baryon spectrum calculation of Ref.@19# was convoluted
with a Gaussian smearing function with the for
exp(2sij

2rij
2), wherer i j is the separation of quarksi and j ,

and the smearing parameters i j was 1.83 GeV for a light-
quark pair~the smearing parameter is taken to depend on
quark mass; see Ref.@19# for details!. This can be interpreted
as a strong form factor for the light constituent quarks, a
this smearing parameter implies a relatively small strong s
for the constituent quark. On the other hand, relativistic c
culations of the electromagnetic form factors of the nucle
carried out with light-cone techniques require a substanti
larger electromagnetic size for the constituent quark in or
to fit the nucleon form factors using the resulting wave fun
tions @20–22#. The magnetic component of the electroma
netic interactionbetweenquarks, which is one source o
isospin-violating mass splittings, was smeared in Ref.@16#,
also with a substantially smaller smearing parametergem
than that used for the strong contact interaction.

This implies that smaller smearing parameters should
used in the strong contact interaction, coupled with a lar
strong couplingas(Q

250) to preserve the size of the con
tact splittings. This reduces the level of high-momentu
components in the nucleon, and therefore reduces the e
tromagnetic size of the quarks required to fit the nucle
moments, bringing the strong and electromagnetic cons
ent quark sizes into rough agreement.

Wave functions have been generated for the ground s
octet and decuplet baryons with a strong contact interac
which is smeared withs i j 50.9 GeV for light quark pairs
@with similar reductions for thes-(u,d) ands-s quark pairs#,
and with an increasedas(0), which result in a fit to the
ground state baryon and the entire light-quark baryon spe
of similar quality to that of Ref.@19#. The resulting wave
functions for the nucleons have been shown to give an
equate fit to the nucleon elastic form factors within a lig
cone model@21,22#. The parameters of the isospin splittin
model of Ref.@16# have been readjusted to fit the measu
splittings, yielding dm5md2mu53.6 MeV and gem
51.0 GeV, with an unchanged magnetic relativistic suppr
sion factoremagn520.297. The results for light-quark bary
ons are n2p51.3 MeV, D[D22D111(D02D1)/3
54.9 MeV, andD253.5 MeV. Our results confirm within a
dynamical model ~constrained by the baryon spectrum
nucleon form factors, and the measured isospin splittin!
the expected accuracy of the best of the relations base
large-Nc and perturbative flavor breaking of Ref.@2#; we find
01403
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D350.002 MeV andD222S2* 520.026 MeV for this fit.
Our quark model explicitly breaks SU~6! symmetry, which
allows a slight differenceS2* 2S250.046 MeV, with S2

51.70 MeV, consistent with the measured value of 1.
60.18 MeV. These results suggest that it should be a g
approximation to constrainD2 using Eq.~2.4! and our quark
model prediction thatS2* should be only slightly larger than
S2 . As a result, we will adopt the value

D252~1.7160.1810.046! MeV53.5160.36 MeV.
~2.7!

This value ofD2 is quite different from the value implied
by our first set of masses, which are based on the Br
WignerD0 andD11 masses,D350, and the extracted valu
of D. To illustrate this point, we eliminate eitherD2 or D1

from Eqs.~2.1! and ~2.5! to obtain

D15
D01D11

2
2

D2

4
,

D25
3D02D11

2
1

3D2

4
, ~2.8!

which give the expressions

D02D15
D02D11

2
1

D2

4
,

D22D1153~D02D1!, ~2.9!

where the last relation follows trivially fromD350. Com-
bining the valueD02D1152.760.3 MeV, which results
from the Breit-Wigner masses@14#, and Eq. ~2.2! for
D02D1 which is based on the value ofD of Pedroniet al.,
we see that Eqs.~2.9! requireD2.0 and soS2* .0, in con-
flict with Eq. ~2.7!.

Equivalently, inserting our value forD2 from Eq. ~2.7!
and the Breit-Wigner masses forD0 andD11 into Eq. ~2.9!
we find

D02D152.260.2 MeV. ~2.10!

Comparing to Eqs.~2.2! we see that the effect of this ap
proach has been to adopt a valueD510(D02D1)/3.7.5
61 MeV which is significantly larger than that extracted b
Pedroniet al. @11#. A value ofD this large is also disfavored
in our quark model.

This suggests that there is an inconsistency between
Breit Wigner values for theD0 andD11 masses, the value
D54.660.2 MeV, and the analysis combining Eq.~2.4!
with our quark model result. Note that this argument is ba
on the difficulty of accommodating substantially unequ
values ofS2* andS2 in the quark model. In our quark mode
both S2 and S2* have negligible contributions from the de
pendence of the kinetic energy and strong interacti
on themd2mu mass difference. Their positive values res
from a cancellation between a positive Coulomb te
(.3.4 MeV) and a negative magnetic ter
2-3
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SIMON CAPSTICK AND RON WORKMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW D59 014032
(.21.7 MeV). Although the Coulomb and magnetic term
are slightly larger in the spatially smaller~from the net nega-
tive contact interaction! ground stateS, the cancellation is
more complete inS2 , which results inS2,S2* . In Cutko-
sky’s pairing model@4#, themd2mu terms are exactly zero
and the same partial cancellation between electric and m
netic terms occurs, but by fiatS2* 5S2 . A value forS2* close
to zero whileS2 is close to the value extracted from expe
ment is, therefore, inconsistent with such quark models.
will return to this point in Sec. IV.

III. ACCURACY OF MASS RELATIONS
IN THE QUARK MODEL

As our analysis of theD isobar masses depends crucia
on the relations in Eqs.~2.1! and~2.4!, it is of some interest
to test the predicted accuracy of these and other relat
based@2# on large-Nc and perturbative flavor breaking with
dynamic quark model which includes SU(3)f breaking ef-
fects, as well as SU~6! symmetry breaking and effects high
order in the isospin-symmetry violating quantities such
dm/m[2(md2mu)/(mu1md). Certain of these relation
cannot be compared to experiment due to large experime
uncertainties, particularly in the splittings of theD states.
Our quark model can provide estimates for the level of
curacy of such relations.

We have already seen above that the most highly s
pressedI 52 andI 53 operators from Ref.@2# yield relations
~D252S2* and D350 respectively! with predicted accura-
cies which are realized in our model. There are also sev
I 51 mass relations. One isD1210S1* 110J1* 50, with
D1[3(D112D2)1D12D0, S1[S12S2, and J1*
[J* 02J* 2. In our quark model we haveD1210S1*
110J1* 520.20 MeV, which corresponds to an accuracy
631026, which compares favorably with the predicted a
curacy of this relation from Ref.@2# of e8e2/Nc

3.1025.
Similarly, the Coleman-Glashow relationN12S11J150 is
satisfied by our quark model to within 0.03 MeV, whic
corresponds to an accuracy of 831026, and is predicted to
be accurate@2# to e8e/Nc

2.1024 in the large-Nc and SU(3)f
limit.

Two additionalI 51 relations from Ref.@2# with an ex-
pected accuracy ofe8e/Nc

2 are D123S1* 24J1* 50 and
S1* 22J1* 50. These relations are found@2# by eliminating
the unmeasuredLS0 mixing mass from mass relation
which correspond to different SU~6! representations, and ar
both rather poorly satisfied by our dynamical model, wh
has D123S1* 24J1* 56.1 MeV, which corresponds to a
accuracy of 431024, andS1* 22J1* 520.91 MeV, which
corresponds to an accuracy of 231024. A similar lack of
agreement is obtained for a wide range of parameters.
suggests that some mass relations which span more than
SU~6! representation, and those derived from them, may
be consistent with our dynamical model. This problem co
likely be avoided by calculating the mixing mass@17# and
using the original relations from Ref.@2# which correspond
to a single SU~6! representation.
01403
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IV. BREIT-WIGNER VERSUS POLE MASSES

It is interesting to note that our quark model fitwithout
imposition of constraints from theD masses gives a valu
D54.9 MeV, close to the valueD54.660.2 MeV of
Pedroniet al. This is also true of the fit of Cutkosky@4#. If
instead of using the Breit-Wigner masses to determ
D02D11 we use the pole masses@1,8,10,23#, we find a
smaller splitting

D02D11.1 MeV. ~4.1!

A similar result for this splitting was found by Cutkosky@4#
in a fit to the octet and decuplet baryons which excluded
D masses. Evaluating Eq.~2.9! with the pole mass difference
and our value ofD2 gives

D02D1.1.5 MeV,

D22D11.4.5 MeV, ~4.2!

which is at least compatible with our quark model expec
tion that D02D1 should be slightly larger thann2p
51.3 MeV, though the uncertainty associated with po
mass splittings cannot support any more quantitative con
sions. This naturally leads one to consider whether pole
Breit-Wigner masses should be used in mass relations
has been pointed out by Ho¨hler @24#, the pole position~and
not the Breit-Wigner mass! is a quantity which can be mos
rigorously associated with a resonance.

One obvious way to address this question is to use
best I 50 mass relation from Ref.@2# with an expected ac-
curacy ofe3/Nc

3 ,

D053~S0* 2J0* !1V0 , ~4.3!

whereB0 is the average of the isobar masses of baryonB.
This leads, unfortunately, to a central value between thD
Breit-Wigner and pole~1210 MeV! masses. Dillon has note
@25# that the consistency of Eq.~4.3! with theD pole masses
is improved if pole values@26# are used consistently for eac
particle. This distinction has no effect on theV mass, but
does shift theS0* and J0* terms slightly. However, the
agreement with Eq.~4.3! is about the same, and within th
expected accuracy, if either Breit-Wigner or pole masses
consistently used. Here, again, improved values for theS*
~and J* ! Breit-Wigner and pole masses would lead to
corresponding improvement in our understanding of theD.

While theD ‘‘mass’’ has been variously quoted near 121
MeV, 1232 MeV, and even 1241 MeV@25,27,28#, the dif-
ferences are mainly due to the model dependence in the s
ration of resonance and background contributions. The p
position remains stable near 12102 i50 MeV in all of these
works. As an exercise, we have repeated our quark mo
calculation of the isospin splittings but with the strong co
tact interaction altered to fitD2N evaluated with theD pole
mass, leaving all other details of the model unchanged.
resulting values ofn2p, D, andD2 were largely unchanged
at 1.3 MeV, 4.8 MeV, and 3.5 MeV respectively, althoug
the magnitudes of the splittingsS1 , S1* , andJ1 were re-
2-4
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duced. This simple exercise suggests that it may be pos
to accommodate the average pole masses and their differ
in a quark model of this kind.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Two different constructions for theD isobar masses ar
compared. Both are based on the well determinedD0 and
D11 masses, and a relation based on perturbative fla
breaking and large-Nc , with an expected very high degree
accuracy realized in our dynamical quark model. The ad
tional constraint is taken to be either a combination ofD
masses extracted fromp6 deuteron elastic scattering data
a second large-Nc relation in combination with a quark
model calculation. The expected high degree of accurac
this second large-Nc relation is also realized in our explic
quark model. If the Breit-WignerD0 and D11 masses are
adopted, these two different constructions are in conflict. T
quark model relation, upon which this conflict is based, i
basic consequence of the type of model used, and does
depend sensitively on parameter values.

The accuracy of certain relations based on perturba
flavor breaking and large-Nc is unknown because of unce
tainties in the masses extracted from the data. We have fo
that in most cases the predicted accuracy is realized in
model. The exceptions are relations derived from combin
mass relations which correspond to different SU~6! represen-
tations. We have also shown that the relations betw
masses based on perturbative flavor breaking and largNc
and those derived from the quark model are more consis
with theD pole masses than the corresponding Breit-Wig
values. This suggests thatD02D15(D22D11)/3
.1.5 MeV and the pole mass differenceD02D11

.1 MeV are consistent with theoretical expectations.
ys
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s
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We support Rosner’s assertion that improvedS* andJ*
masses are vitally important. These would sharpen comp
sons between the large-Nc and quark model predictions an
allow more quantitative comparisons between mass relat
using Breit-Wigner and pole masses. With one additionaD
mass, we could use Eq.~2.1! to determine the remaining
state, bypassing the deuteron data. While theD1 mass deter-
mined from pion photoproduction data is the most obvio
candidate, we should point out a potential problem. This
most obvious if we rewrite Eq.~2.1! in the form

D25D1113~D02D1!, ~5.1!

which would be utilized, given theD0 and D11 masses.
Since D0 has a larger uncertainty thanD11 and the ‘‘ex-
pected’’ D02D1 splitting is only about 1.5 MeV, we could
easily have an experimentalD02D1 splitting consistent
with zero. This uncertainty would then be magnified in o
estimate of theD2 mass. While a direct measurement of t
D2 mass would have the greatest impact, it is unfortunat
the least favorable experiment, involving the extraction
p2n scattering from a deuteron target.
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